
OBSERVE PRO SIGN STAND

ADDITIONAL INFOSHIPPING

DIMENSIONS GRAPHICS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

 

With its lightweight, snap together design, the Observe Pro system offers multiple display 
options. The molded header will hold an 1/8” thick mounted graphic, while the stylish 
curved header allows for display of printed materials. Includes: info center with header, plastic 

molded graphic holder, literature rack, pole 
& base

Lightweight snap together design

Stylish curved header

Adjustable literature rack. Accepts 
8.5”w x 11”h graphic and literature

Molded sign clamp will hold an 1/8” thick mounted 
graphic

Optional printed graphics

One year hardware warranty against manufacturer 
defect

Assembled unit: 
Option A: 12”w x 42”h (w/out graphic) 
Option A: 16“w x 57”h (w/ 16”x 16” graphic)
Option B: 12”w x 48”h (w/curved 8.5” x 11“ lit header)

Base:  12” diameter base

Graphic Material: 
Option A: 2 sided print on PVC
Option B: Adhesive backed vinyl 

Refer to related graphic template for more 
information.

Hardware ships in 2 boxes:

Box 1 (hardware) : 25”l x 13”h x 6”d / 8 lbs
Box 2 (graphic) : 18”l x 18”h x 1”d / 2 lbs

1 person assembly recommended

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the
specifications without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we 
accept no responsibility for variance. E&OE. See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.
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ASSEMBLY

1) Place bottom pole into base.

2) Connect top pole to bottom
pole. Make sure the side with 2

holes is at the top. 3) Slide on brochure holder. 4) Fasten the brochure holder
to the pole.

5a) Connect graphic holder to 
top pole.

6a) Insert graphic into graphic
holder. 7a) Unit is complete.

5b) Connect graphic holder to 
top pole.

6b) Insert graphic into graphic
holder. 7b) Unit is complete.

OPTION A:
Sign Header

OPTION B:
Literature Header
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